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3.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
3.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter includes all comments received on the Draft EIR during the 50-day public and agency review
period (45-day minimum per CEQA, plus five days per County of Imperial Guidelines). No new significant
environmental impacts or issues, beyond those already identified in the Draft EIR for the Drew Solar Farm
were raised during the public review period. Acting as lead agency under CEQA, Imperial County directed
responses to the comments received on the Draft EIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section15088.5, none
of the comments received during the comment period involve any new significant impacts or “significant
new information” that would require recirculation of the Draft EIR.

3.2

LIST OF COMMENTERS

The following individuals and representatives of organizations and agencies submitted written comments
on the Draft EIR. Note that two letters were received by Imperial County agencies after the close of the
comment period but requested that they be included as part of the Response to Comments.
COMMENTS RECEIVED BY IMPERIAL COUNTY
LETTER
or
E-MAIL

INDIVIDUAL OR SIGNATORY

1

Bryan Etsitty, Director

2

John A. Belcher, Attorney at Law
Curtis Blondell,
APC Environmental Coordinator

3
4
4A
4B
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

Donald Vargas,
Compliance Administrator II
Monique Wilber,
Conservation Program Support
Supervisor
John A. Belcher, Attorney at Law
Maurice Eaton, Branch Chief
Local Development and
Intergovernmental Review Branch
Stephen Volker
Scott Morgan, Director
State Clearinghouse
Andrew Loper, Lieutenant/
Fire Prevention Specialist
Robert Malek, Deputy Fire Chief
John A. Gay, P.E.
Director of Public Works
County of Imperial

AFFILIATION
Colorado River Indian Tribes,
Tribal Historic Preservation
Office
Law Offices of John A. Belcher
Imperial County Air Pollution
Control District
Imperial Irrigation District

DATE

May 23, 2019
May 29, 2019
June 26, 2019
June 27, 2019
June 18, 2019
January 19, 2018

Department of Conservation

June 28, 2019

Law Offices of John A. Belcher

July 1, 2019

California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans)

July 1, 2019

Law Offices of Stephen C.
Volker
Governor’s Office of Planning
and Research
Imperial County Fire
Department,
Fire Prevention Bureau
County of Imperial Department
of Public Works
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3.3

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

3.3.1

REQUIREMENTS FOR RESPONDING TO COMMENTS ON A DRAFT EIR

CEQA Guidelines Section 15088 requires that lead agencies evaluate all comments on environmental
issues received on the Draft EIR and prepare a written response. The written response must address the
environmental issue(s) raised and provide a detailed response. Rationale must be provided when specific
comments or suggestions (e.g., additional mitigation measures) are not accepted. In addition, the written
response must be a good faith and reasoned analysis. As long as a good faith effort at full disclosure is
made in the EIR (CEQA Guidelines Section 15204), lead agencies need only to respond to significant
environmental issues associated with the project and do not need to provide all the information requested
by commenters.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15204 recommends that commenters provide detailed comments that focus on
the sufficiency of the Draft EIR in identifying and analyzing the possible impacts on the environment and
ways in which the significant effects of the project might be avoided or mitigated. CEQA Guidelines Section
15204 also notes that commenters should provide an explanation and evidence supporting their
comments. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064, an effect shall not be considered significant in
the absence of substantial evidence.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088 also recommends that where the response to comments results in
revisions to the Draft EIR, those revisions should be noted as a revision to the Draft EIR or in a separate
section of the Final EIR.

3.3.2

COMMENTS AND RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

Written comments on the Draft EIR are reproduced on the following pages, along with responses to those
comments. To assist in referencing comments and responses, the letters are coded using numbers (e.g.,
Comment Letter 1) and each issue raised in the comment letter is assigned a number that correlates with
the letter (e.g. 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, etc.).
Where changes to the Draft EIR text result from responding to comments, those changes are included in
the response and demarcated with revision marks (underline for new text, strike-out for deleted text).
Comment-initiated text revisions to the Draft EIR and minor staff-initiated changes are compiled in their
entirety and are demarcated with revision marks in Chapter 4.0, Errata, of this Final EIR.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 1
Commenter: Bryan Etsitty, Director, Colorado River Indian Tribes, Tribal Historic Preservation Office
Date of Letter: May 23, 2019
Response to Comment 1-1: Introductory comment acknowledging that the Colorado River Indian Tribes’
(CRIT) Tribal Historic Preservation Office has received the Notice of Availability for the Drew Solar
Project. No response is required.
Response to Comment 1-2: Comment describes the Colorado River Indian Tribes, reservation and
ancestral homelands. The comment expresses interest in ensuring that potential cultural resource
impacts are adequately considered and mitigated. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 1-3: Comment express concern regarding the removal of artifacts from Tribes’
“footprint”. Comment requests that all pre-historic cultural resources, including known and yet
to be discovered sites be avoided if feasible. Alternatively, if avoidance is not feasible, the
comment requests that the resources be left in-situ or reburied in a nearby area following
consultation. Commenter requests that this language be incorporated into mitigation measures.
However, the Draft EIR did not identify sites within or immediately adjacent to the Project site.
Mitigation Measure MM 4.7.2a provides for Native American monitoring and MM 4.7.2b
addresses discovery of archaeological resources. These measures would address the
Commenter’s concern regarding discovery of pre-historic cultural resources, including yet to be
discovered sites.
Response to Comment 1-4: Comment identifies two responses for consideration by the County regarding
human remains and tribal monitoring. These responses have been incorporated into the text of
the EIR to address CRIT concerns. Specifically, Mitigation Measure MM 4.7.3 on page 4.7-34 and
4.7-35 has been revised as follows:
“Mitigation Measure
MM 4.7.3

In accordance with Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code, if
human remains are found, the County Coroner shall be notified of the discovery
immediately. No further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby area
reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains shall occur until the County
Coroner has determined, within 2 working days of notification of the discovery,
the appropriate treatment and disposition of the human remains. If the County
Coroner determines that the remains are, or are believed to be, Native American,
he or she shall notify the NAHC in Sacramento within 24 hours. In accordance
with California Public Resources Code Section 5097.98, the NAHC must
immediately notify those persons it believes to be the MLD from the deceased
Native American. The MLD shall complete inspection within 48 hours of being
granted access to the site. The designated Native American representative would
then determine, in consultation with the property owner, the disposition of the
human remains.
In the event that any human remains or objects subject to provision of the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, or cultural resources such as
sites, trails, artifacts are identified during ground disturbance, please contact the
Colorado River Indian Tribes’ Tribal Historic Preservation Office (CRIT THPO)
within 48 hours.
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Timing/Implementation:
Enforcement/Monitoring:

During construction.
Imperial County Planning and Development Services
Department, Imperial County Coroner in
coordination with NAHC and CRIT THPO.”

Mitigation Measure MM 4.7.2 on page 4.7-32 has been revised as follows
“MM 4.7.2a

A monitor from the Campo Band of Mission Indians and the Colorado River Indian
Tribes may be present as a Native American monitors for initial ground disturbing
activities within the boundaries of the Project site. Following initial disturbance,
a determination shall be made by the County in accordance with State regulations
if continued monitoring is necessary based on the outcome of any discoveries or
lack thereof.
Timing/Implementation:
Enforcement/Monitoring:

During initial ground disturbing activities/as needed.
Imperial County Planning and Development Services
Department/Campo Band of Mission Indians and
Colorado River Indian Tribes.”

Response to Comment 1-5: Comment provides contact information for the CRIT THPO. This comment is
noted.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 2
Commenter: John A. Belcher, Law Offices of Johan A. Belcher
Date of Letter: May 29, 2019
Response to Comment 2-1: Introductory comment explaining that the Commenter represents Save Our
Mojave. The comment is noted. No response is required.
Response to Comment 2-2: Comment requests that Save Our Mojave be included in all notices related to
the Drew Solar Project. The comment lists various notices required the CEQA. The comment notes
that the request for these notices is filed pursuant to Public Resources Code Sections 21092.2
and21167(f) and Government Code Section 65092 which requires the County to mail such notices
to any person who has filed a written request with the clerk of the agency’s governing body. A
contact name and mailing address is provided for mailing correspondence. This comment does
not address the adequacy of the environmental analysis but is noted for the decision-makers’
consideration.
Response to Comment 2-3: Commenter requests access to County records regarding the Project. This
includes any and all application documents, staff e-mails, correspondence with the developer and
contracts related to the Project. The documents are requested in electronic format to be e-mailed
to johnbelcher@insuringlaw.com. If the documents are not available electronically, they are
requested in hard copy. This comment does not address the adequacy of the environmental
analysis but is noted for the decision-makers’ consideration.
Response to Comment 2-4: Comment provides closing remarks. No response is required.
Response to Comment 2-5: Comment provides text of California Government Code Section 6253.9 –
Information in Electronic Format. Comment noted. No response is required.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 3
Commenter:

Curtis Blondell, APC Environmental Coordinator
(Reviewed by Monica Soucier APC Division Manager)
Date of Letter: June 26, 2019
Response to Comment 3-1: Introductory comments providing a brief description of the project. No
response is required.
Response to Comment 3-2: Comment expresses concern about the analysis of NOx emissions regarding
Tier 3 standards. The Commenter states that the CalEEMod analysis does not account for the
variability allowed by California regulation within fleets. Commenter states that the enforcement
of use of only Tier 3 equipment could be difficult to achieve. The ICAPCD has been able to
successfully achieve Tier 3 compliance on multiple prior solar projects without creating an undue
burden for the developer. The ICAPCD anticipates similar achievability of Tier 3 compliance for
the proposed Project.
Response to Comment 3-3: Comment notes that current California regulation allows for grandfathering
in of older lower-tiered vehicles under certain circumstances allowing for equipment variations
with differing Tiers within identified California fleets. Another condition is the past use of out of
state equipment where Tier requirements do not apply or cannot be confirmed. As noted in
Response to Comment 3-2, above the ICAPCD has been able to successfully achieve Tier 3
compliance on multiple prior solar projects and anticipates similar achievability of Tier 3
compliance for the proposed Project.
Response to Comment 3-4: Commenter requests that the applicant submit a Construction Equipment List
(in Excel format) to the Air District prior to any construction activities. The Construction
Equipment List should detail the equipment type, make, model, year, horsepower, actual hours
of daily operation, date equipment arrived on site, and date removed from the site, for the
purpose of performing NOx evaluations. The purpose of submitting the Construction Equipment
List is to ensure that NOx emissions released during construction remain below the significance
threshold. If the emissions are found to exceed CEQA thresholds of significance, the project would
then be subject to Policy 5 which provides two options: proposing an off-site mitigation project
and supporting documentation that the reductions are met; or pay an in-lieu mitigation fee.
The analysis of construction emissions in the Draft EIR pages 4.4-16 and 4.4-17 was based on the
CalEEMod emissions model. Inputs to the model included a list of construction equipment.
Construction emissions were all found to be below ICAPCD maximum daily construction air
pollution thresholds as demonstrated in Table 4.4-7 of the Draft EIR (page 4.4-17). Prior to the
start of construction, the applicant will be required to submit a Construction Equipment List to
the ICAPCD. This requirement should be included in the Conditions of Approval for the Project.
Response to Comment 3-5: Commenter states that PM10 can be mitigated during construction through
compliance with Regulation VIII. The ICAPCD requests that the applicant submits a Construction
Dust Control Plan and notify the ICAPCD 10 days prior to commencement of construction. The
Commenter also requests that the applicant submit an Operational Dust Control Plan and obtain
ICAPCD approval prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.
The Section 4.4, Air Quality of the Draft EIR repeatedly references that short-term construction
emissions would be mitigated through compliance with ICAPCD Regulation VIII which addresses
fugitive dust control and PM10 emissions. As noted, compliance with ICAPCD Regulation VIII
would reduce construction-phase PM10 emissions to less than significant levels.
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Response to Comment 3-6: Comment requests that copies of the Draft Conditional Use Permits be made
available to the ICAPCD to assure that the correct conditions are included prior to recording. The
County submitted the Conditional Use Permits to the ICAPCD for review on August 15, 2019. No
revisions were requested by the ICAPCD.
Response to Comment 3-7: Commenter provides link to access the ICAPCD’s rule book. Commenter also
provides contact information. No response is required.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 4
Commenter: Donald Vargas, Compliance Administrator II
Date of Letter: June 27, 2019
Response to Comment 4-1: Introductory comments regarding receipt of Notice of Availability and
description of the proposed project. No response required.
Response to Comment 4-2: Commenter notes that the IID has reviewed the project information and
references previously letter dated June 18, 2018. Commenter states that if the County requires a
Water Supply Assessment or Water Supply Verification, it must be prepared in consultation with
IID. If one of these documents is required, it should also provide the environmental assessment
necessary to execute the water supply agreement with IID.
A Water Supply Assessment was prepared for the project by Fuscoe Engineering, Inc. (revised
August 27, 2018) and was included as Appendix L of the Draft EIR. Fuscoe Engineering, Inc., in
consultation with IID, revised the WSA again on September 10, 2019, and received WSA approval
from IID on September 10, 2019. The revised WSA is included as an Attachment 3 to this Final EIR.
Response to Comment 4-3:
comment is noted.

Commenter provides closing remarks and contact information. This
RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 4A

Commenter: Donald Vargas, Compliance Administrator II
Date of Letter: June 18, 2018
Note: This letter was an attachment to Letter 4 and was originally written in response to the NOP.
Response to Comment 4A-1: Comment notes that the IID has reviewed the proposed Project pursuant
to the Notice of Availability. Comment also notes that the comments provided by IID in the
January 19, 2018 letter continue to apply. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 4A-2: Commenter provides closing remarks and contact information. This
comment is noted.
LETTER 4B
Commenter: Donald Vargas, Compliance Administrator II
Date of Letter: January 19, 2018
Note: This letter was an attachment to Letter 4A and was originally written in response to the CUP
Applications.
Response to Comment 4B-1: Comment states that the IID received a request from the Imperial County
Planning & Development Services Department for comments on the Conditional Use Permit (CUP)
Applications 17-0031 through 17-0035. The comment also describes the proposed project. No
response is required.
Response to Comment 4B-2: Comment provides details regarding contact information for obtaining
temporary construction electrical service and permanent electrical service. This comment is
noted.
Response to Comment 4B-3: Comment states that a circuit study may be required for the project. This
comment is noted.
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Response to Comment 4B-4: Comment states the IID water facilities that may be impacted include the
Westside Main Canal, Wormwood Canal, Wormwood Lateral 1, Woodbine Lateral 7, Mt. Signal
Drain Mt. Signal Drain No 1A, Mt. Signal Drain No. 1, Carr Drain, and Carpenter Drain. As noted
on pages 2.0-25 and 2.0-26 of the Project Description of the Draft EIR, the Project will include
electric and vehicular crossings of IID facilities. For the purpose of the environmental analysis, the
EIR and underlying documentation assume wherever an IID facility (drain, irrigation canal, electric
line, etc.) intersects the Project, an electric or vehicular access crossing will occur. The Project
crossings will not interfere with the purpose or continued use of these Agencies’ facilities. For
instance, where a drain flows, the Project crossing or access point will still allow the drain to flow.
As required by IID, the Project may be required to make minor improvements to on-site drains.
IID requires solar projects to improve existing drain outflow pipes. This typically involves
installation of new drain outflow pipes to reduce erosion within the drains (Dessert pers. comm.,
2018). As the exact locations of crossings are determined, the Applicant will coordinate with IID
for the necessary encroachment permits.
Response to Comment 4B-5: Comment states that the project will require a comprehensive IID hydraulic
drain system analysis to determine impacts and mitigation if the project discharges into IID’s drain
system. Comment noted. The Applicant will comply with the IID requirement as necessary.
Response to Comment 4B-6: Comment states that County of Imperial approved grading, drainage and
fencing plans should be submitted to the IID Water Engineering Section prior to final project
design as well as the project’s Storm Water Pollution Prevent Plan. Contact information for IID
Water Engineering is provided. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 4B-7: Comment states that the applicant should contact IID South End Division to
obtain water for the construction phase. Contact information is provided. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 4B-8: Comment states that the IID Water Department will require the applicant
to secure Water Supply Agreements with the District for industrial use. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 4B-9: Comment states that all new non-agricultural water supply requests are
processed in accordance with the IID’s Interim Water Supply Policy and Temporary Land
Conversion Fallowing Policy. Details for additional information are provided. This comment is
noted.
Response to Comment 4B-10: Comment states that IID’s canal or drain banks may not be used to access
the project sites. Any abandonment of easements or facilities shall be approved by IID. This
comment is noted.
Response to Comment 4B-11: Comment states that any construction or operation on IID property or
within its existing and proposed right-of-way or easements requires an encroachment permit or
encroachment agreement. Details for additional information regarding a permit application are
provided. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 4B-12: Comment states that IID should be consulted prior to the installation of
any facilities adjacent to IID’s facilities. Conditions may be placed on adjacent facilities to mitigate
or avoid impacts to IID’s facilities. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 4B-13: Comment states that any new, relocated, modified or reconstructed IID
facilities need to be included as part of the project’s CEQA and/or NEPA documentation,
environmental impact analysis and mitigation. Comment also states that mitigation resulting
from construction, relocation and/or upgrade of IID facilities is the responsibility of the project
proponent. The EIR prepared for the project addresses all infrastructure associated with the
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proposed Project and identifies mitigation for potentially significant impacts. For example,
Mitigation measure MM 4.6.2 requires preparation of a Final Geotechnical and GeoHazards
Report prior to construction (Draft EIR page 4.6-21); Mitigation Measures MM 4.7.2a and MM
4.7.2b (Draft EIR page 4.7-32 and 4.7-33) address ground disturbance and address discovery of
archaeological resources during construction).
Response to Comment 4B-14: Comment suggest that electrical service be included under the
Environmental Factor titled “Utilities/Service Systems” of the checklist. A discussion of Electricity
is included on pages 4.13-39 through 4.13-43 of the Draft EIR.
Response to Comment 4B-15: Closing comments with contact information are provided. This comment
is noted.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 5
Commenter: Monique Wilber, Conservation Program Support Supervisor
Date of Letter: June 28, 2019
Response to Comment 5-1: Introductory comments regarding receipt of Notice of Availability and the
Division’s role in monitoring farmland conversion on a statewide basis. The Divisions comments
and recommendations are included in Comments 5-3 and 5-4. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 5-2: The comment provides a brief description of the project. The comment notes
that the project is currently designated as Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance
according to the most recent Important Farmland Map produced by the Department of
Conservation Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program. The Draft EIR documents that the
proposed Project is comprised of 48.3 acres of Prime Farmland and 714.5 acres of Farmland of
Statewide Importance. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 5-3: The comment expresses concern that the required 20 or 30 percent fair
market value fee may be not be enough for the county to mitigate at 1:1 or 2:1 levels for
agricultural mitigation option 2 and/or option 3. The ratios and percentage of fair market value
referenced in the comment were formulated based on a Staff Memorandum dated September 2,
2011 prepared by Planning and Development Services staff in response to concerns raised at a
Planning Commission meeting held on August 7, 2011 related to the temporary loss of agricultural
land in association with development of solar facilities. Thereafter, on January 24, 2015, the
Board of Supervisors adopted Resolution No. 2015-005. The “Guidelines for the Public Benefit
Program for Use with Solar Power Plants in Imperial County” (Guidelines) attached to the
Resolution set forth the Agricultural, Community and Sales Tax Benefits which should accrue to
the County from the use of farmland for non-agricultural purposes. In addition, Resolution No.
2015-005 established restricted accounts for the payments collected thereunder and set out an
advisory committee to determine uses of the benefit payments collected for mitigation of solar
plant impacts. The payment of fees at the ratios identified (i.e. 20 or 30 percent of fair market
value) have been used extensively on industrial solar projects in the County to address conversion
of prime and non-prime farmland.
Response to Comment 5-4: The comments states that the Department of Conservation advocates the
use of permanent agricultural conservation easements. As noted on page 4.9-35 of the Draft EIR
Mitigation Measure MM 4.9.1a Payment of Agricultural and Other Benefits (shown below),
conservation easements are identified as mitigation for both non-prime farmland and prime
farmland.
For Non-Prime Farmland:
•

Option 1: The Permittee shall procure Agricultural Conservation Easements on a 1 to 1 basis
on land of equal size, of equal quality of farmland, outside the path of development. The
Conservation Easement shall meet the State Department of Conservation’s regulations and
shall be recorded prior to issuance of any grading or building permits;

For Prime Farmland:
•

Option 1: The Permittee shall procure Agricultural Conservation Easements on a "2 to 1" basis
on land of equal size, of equal quality farmland, outside of the path of development. The
Conservation Easements shall meet the State Department of Conservation's regulations and
shall be recorded prior to issuance of any grading or building permits; or

Response to Comment 5-5:
comment is noted.

Commenter provides closing remarks and contact information. This
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 6
Commenter:

John A. Belcher, Law Offices of Johan A. Belcher

Date of Letter: July 1, 2019
Response to Comment 6-1: Comment provides introductory remarks noting that the law firm represents
Save Our Mojave. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 6-2: Comment states that Save Our Mojave has reviewed the Draft EIR. Comment
also provides a brief description of the project. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 6-3: Comment states that Save Our Mojave believes that the Project does not
adequately mitigate impacts on the environment and local wildlife and does not adequately
explore the cumulative impacts of the Project relative to other projects in the area. No specific
examples are provided to support this assertion. Section 4.12, Biological Resources of the Draft
EIR was devoted to disclosing the Project’s impacts on various wildlife including burrowing owl,
California Black Rail, Yuma Ridgeway’s Rail. Impacts to sensitive natural communities including
Arrow Weed Thicket and Cattail Marsh Alliance were also discussed. Impacts to these biological
resources were discussed on a project-level as well as on a cumulative basis.
Response to Comment 6-4: Comment quotes from CEQA Guidelines Section 15003(I) which requires a
“good faith effort at full disclosure.” The comment asserts that the EIR is absent a complete
environmental impact analysis of the effect on the local environmental and wildlife, the EIR is not
a “good faith effort at full disclosure.” No specific examples are provided with regard to the
adequacy of the environmental analysis. The Draft EIR examined potential environmental impacts
for 13 resources areas including Biological Resources. Refer also to Response to Comment 6-3
above.
Response to Comment 6-5: Comment states that the primary concern is for sensitive plant and animal
species that occupy, or have high potential to occupy, the proposed Project Area. The comment
identifies the following species: Burrowing Owl, California Black Rail, Yuma Ridgeway’s Rail, Arrow
Weed Thicket, and Cattail Marshes Alliance. These species are discussed in detail throughout
Section 4.12, Biological Resource of the Draft EIR. Page 4.12-27 acknowledges potential impacts
to burrowing owl and provides mitigation measures (MM 4.12.1a thru 4.12.1e, pp. 4.12-29 thru
4.12-33) to reduce impacts to burrowing owl and other avian species to less than significant levels.
Page 4.12-33 discusses impacts to California Black Rail and Yuma Ridgeway’s Rail. Mitigation
measures MM 4.12.1a (pp. 4.12-29 and 4.12-30), MM 4.12.1b (p. 4.12-31), and MM 4.12.1d (pp.
4.12-32 and 4.12-33) reduce impacts to these species to less than significant levels. Lastly, page
4.12-35 examines impacts to Arrow Weed Thicket and Cattail Marshes Alliance within the
boundaries of CUP#17-0033 and identifies mitigation measure MM 4.12.3 (p. 4.12-36) to reduce
permanent direct impacts to these resources to less than significant levels.
Response to Comment 6-6: Comment asserts that long-term studies on burrowing owls in the area would
need to be conducted in order to determine the impact of the Project and the impact of numerous
surrounding solar projects. Commenter also states that previous studies are short-term and that
pre-construction or construction surveys would not accurately represent on-going effects on the
local burrowing owl population.
The focused burrowing owl surveys conducted between April 12, 2017 and September 28, 2017
were conducted in accordance with the guidelines outlined in Appendix D of the Staff Report of
Burrowing Owl Mitigation authored by the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG 2012)
(see Draft EIR, pp. 4.12-23 and 4.12-24). The surveys required by California Department of Fish
and Wildlife (CDFW) are not conducted with the intent of providing information on the entire
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burrowing owl species population but to determine presence within the project site and to
provide the framework for an impact analysis for those individuals present within the project site.
Per California Fish and Game Code (CFGC) 86, the CDFW definition of “take” includes hunting,
pursuit, catch, capture, or kill, or attempt to do these things. The Project proposes to do none of
these things and provides for measures to avoid unintended take (i.e., “kill”). CFGC 3503 states:
“It is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of any bird, except as
otherwise provided by this code or any regulation made pursuant thereto.” The Project provides
measures that would ensure it complies fully with CFGC 3503 by protecting nests and eggs. Nonnesting burrows are not covered by this code section, as its intent is to address the protection of
breeding biology of covered birds. CFGC 3503.5 states: “It is unlawful to take, possess, or destroy
any birds in the orders Falconiformes or Strigiformes (birds-of-prey) or to take, possess, or destroy
the nest or eggs of any such bird except as otherwise provided by this code or any regulation
adopted pursuant thereto.” Implementation of the Draft EIR Mitigation Measures MM 4.12.1a,
MM 4.12.1b, and MM 4.12.1c (see Draft EIR pp 4.12-29 thru 4.12-32) ensure that take, possession,
or the destruction of nests or eggs of this species does not occur. Therefore, cumulative impacts
from take of burrowing owls is not anticipated.
Response to Comment 6-7: Comment states that Western burrowing owls are at risk of going extinct in
some areas of California with habitat degradation and fragmentation being the most pressing
issues facing the species. Imperial County supports over 68% of California’s burrowing owl
population. Burrowing owls are not at risk of extinction as a result of the Project due to fewer
than 800 acres out of 450,000 acres of burrowing owl habitat in Imperial County being removed
as a result of the Project (Wilkerson and Sigel 2010). As stated in the Draft EIR, burrowing owls
are a California Species of Special Concern that has experienced declines in California and loss of
individuals, destruction of occupied nests, and indirect impacts that result in either of these
impacts are prohibited by federal and state law and considered a significant impact. The County
concurs that the project has a potentially significant impact to burrowing owls and mitigation to
reduce significant impacts to this species has been proposed through Draft EIR mitigation
measures MM 4.12.1a (general construction-related avoidance and minimization measures), MM
4.12.1b (WEAP training, biological monitoring, and compliance), and through MM 4.12.1c
(burrowing owl pre-construction surveys and avoidance/relocation plan).
Response to Comment 6-8: Comment provides a statement from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Status
Assessment and Conservation Plan for the Western Burrowing Owl in the United States Section 24
(2003) regarding threats to burrowing owls. The quoted text from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service states that threats to burrowing owls include habitat loss due to anthropogenic activities,
reduction in abundances of burrowing mammals and contaminants and that conservation efforts
should focus on protection of suitable habitats in desert, grassland, and shrub-steppe
environments. The Project is proposed to be developed on agricultural fields not desert, grassland
or shrub-steppe environments. Section 4.12, Biological Resources of the Draft EIR provides an
extensive discussion of impacts to burrowing owls resulting from the Project and on a cumulative
basis. Mitigation is provided to reduce project-related impacts (see Mitigation Measure MM
4.12.1a, MM 4.12.1b, MM 4.12.1c, MM 4.12.1d and MM 4.12.1e on pages 4.12-19 thru 4.12-33).
Response to Comment 6-9: Comment states there are “almost no possible methods of mitigation” for
burrowing owls due to their ground nesting. Commenter cites San Diego Zoo conservationists as
affirming that current mitigation strategies have no proven record of success and asserts that
further research is required into the best methods of mitigation for this species.
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The San Diego Zoo Institute for Conservation Research website (San Diego Zoo 2019) provides
the following regarding improvements to artificial burrows to better mimic natural burrows:
“In many parts of the burrowing owls’ range, including San Diego, artificial burrows are used in
place of naturally dug burrows. However, unlike natural burrow systems in active squirrel
colonies, artificial burrows are not self-sustaining and require costly upkeep and maintenance. To
build a better artificial burrow, we measured temperature and humidity inside both natural and
artificial burrows and compared them relative to the birds’ reproductive success in each kind of
burrow. Since the results showed that natural burrows are better for reproduction, we developed
an updated design for artificial burrows that better mimics the temperature and humidity levels
of natural burrows. We are currently implementing this new design.”
As a requirement of permitting in Imperial County, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife
has required that solar projects install artificial burrows (Barrett 2019). The California Department
of Fish and Game Staff Report of Burrowing Owl Mitigation (2012) includes best management
practices that serve as Mitigation Methods. These including: Avoiding; Take Avoidance (preconstruction) Surveys; Site Surveillance; Minimizing; Buffers; Burrow exclusion and closure;
Translocation (Active relocation offsite>100 meters); Mitigating impacts; Artificial burrows; and
Mitigation lands management plan. These methods are widely used to reduce impacts to
burrowing owls throughout the state. The Draft EIR (pp. 4.12.29 – 4.12-32) includes several
mitigation measures based on these best management practices that will serve to reduce impacts
to burrowing owls associated with implementation of the Project. These include avoidance and
minimization (MM 4.12.1a); environmental awareness training, biological monitoring and
compliance (MM 4.12.1b); burrowing owls surveys and avoidance/relocation (MM 4.12.2c); preconstruction surveys and avoidance plan (MM 4.12.1d); and transmission line design (MM 4.12.1).
Response to Comment 6-10: Commenter states that burrowing owls rely on ground squirrels as a primary
source of prey. Burrowing owls also rely on ground squirrel burrows for nesting and protection.
Commenter states that the EIR does not discuss impacts to ground squirrel populations and that
further surveys need to be done to better understand impacts to ground squirrel populations.
As stated in Response to Comment 6-6 above, burrowing owls and their breeding nests are
protected by CDFW and significant impacts to this species are addressed by the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
The commenter requested analysis of California ground squirrels (Otospermophilus beecheyi)
based on the assertion that ground squirrels are a primary food source for burrowing owl and the
main burrow constructor for burrowing owl. California ground squirrels are not a primary prey
item of burrowing owls. Moreover, California ground squirrels are not a protected or sensitive
species nor is this species found in Imperial County. Therefore, impacts to California ground
squirrels are not required to be analyzed under CEQA specifically. Numerous studies have shown
that invertebrates make up the majority of prey items, followed by reptiles, small mammals
(mouse-sized), and occasionally small birds (Bates 2006, Johnsgard 1988, John and Romanow
1993). It is true that ground squirrels and other fossorial mammals create burrows that burrowing
owls modify and expand. Therefore, indirect impacts to burrowing owls from impacts to
California ground squirrels is not anticipated.
Response to Comment 6-11: The comment states that the EIR does not satisfactorily examine or mitigate
the impact to nesting birds such as the California black rail and Yuma Ridgeway’s tail. Direct
impacts to these species would be mitigated through implementation of the following mitigation
measures: MM 4.12.1a, which would limit vehicles and construction equipment to identified nonCounty of Imperial
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impact areas and would limit ingress and egress to established roads; MM 4.12.1b, would further
ensure avoidance of impacts to California black rails and Yuma Ridgeway’s rails; and MM 4.12.1d,
which would result in identification of any California black rails and Yuma Ridgeway’s rails within
areas potentially impacted by construction of the Project, establishment of appropriate buffers,
and avoidance of impacts to these species (see Draft EIR pp. 4.12-29 thru 41.12-33).
The comment states that there are two wetland communities (arrow weed thickets and cattail
marshes alliance) within the Project Area; however, these communities were not observed to be
supporting California black rail and/or Yuma Ridgeway’s rail, as stated in the comment. These
communities are found within the Imperial Irrigation District water conveyance system, are
dependent upon water from the Colorado River, and according to federal regulatory material do
not constitute wetlands (Environmental Laboratory 1987, p. 83). As stated in the Draft EIR p. 4.1218, California black rail and Yuma Ridgeway’s rail have only a moderate potential to occur within
the Project Area. Suitable habitat for these species is intermittently present within the on-site
canals. However, the canals are narrow, routinely cleared by IID, and as a result are currently
poorly vegetated and therefore do not provide high-quality habitat as compared to larger canals.
No California black rail or Yuma Ridgeway’s rail were detected during surveys and there are no
California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) or United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
occurrences found within the Project Area. The closest CNDDB occurrence record for the
California black rail is approximately 8.5 miles north of the Project Area near the New River from
2001. The closest CNDDB occurrence records for Yuma Ridgeway’s rail are from 2007 and 2014
and located in a marsh approximately 5 miles north of the Project Area.
All impacts to jurisdictional wetlands or riparian habitat would be mitigated through
implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.12.3 (Draft EIR p. 4.12-36) and direct impacts to
these species would be prevented through implementing nesting bird pre-construction surveys
and avoidance plan as specified by mitigation measure MM 4.12.1d (Draft EIR p. 4.12-32 and 4.1233) which would be conducted in these areas prior to the commencement of work.
Response to Comment 6-12: The Commenter states that more extensive studies are necessary to
determine how often these species (i.e. California black rails and Yuma Ridgeway’s rails) use the
habitat in and around the Project Area and also determine the impact that has already occurred
from surrounding operational solar projects.
The investigation of biological resources impacts conducted for the Project complies with CDFW
protocols and accepted standards in the field. The County has determined that the effort is
adequate for meeting its obligations under CEQA, and that further studies would not yield
additional information relevant to the project’s impacts on biological resources. As stated in
subsection 4.12.4 on pages 4.12-38 thru 4.12-41 of the Draft EIR, cumulative impacts to nesting
birds would result in less than cumulatively considerable impacts with the mitigation measures
proposed. Direct impacts to nesting birds would be avoided through implementation of mitigation
measure MM 4.12.1d which would result in identification of any California black rails and Yuma
Ridgeway’s rails within areas potentially impacted by construction of the project, establishment
of appropriate buffers, and avoidance of impacts to these species. Direct impacts to jurisdictional
wetlands and riparian habitat (i.e. suitable habitat for California black rail and Yuma Ridgeway’s
rail) will be mitigated with implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.12.3, which requires
compliance with federal and state agency permits that may include compensatory mitigation or
habitat restoration.
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Response to Comment 6-13: The commenter asserts that the Project would destroy wetland habitat that
is potentially viable nesting and foraging territory. As stated above in Response to Comment 611, all impacts to jurisdictional wetlands and riparian habitat will be mitigated through
implementation of mitigation measure MM 4.12.3, which requires obtaining and compliance with
federal and state agency permits.
The commenter also expresses concerns about the effects of light and glare from solar arrays on
birds. As stated in Section 4.12, Biological Resources of the Draft EIR, the solar PV modules would
be coated to be non-reflective and are designed to be highly absorptive of all light that strikes
their glass surfaces. Although there is potential for some mortality, there is sufficient evidence —
i.e., non-reflective design of the solar panels, the project’s distance from large water bodies, the
project’s proximity to disturbed agricultural areas, and comparatively few documented avian
deaths—that glare and pseudo-lake effect are not expected to result in significant impacts to
migrating or local avian species.
Response to Comment 6-14: The comment asserts that the Project will result in significantly
compromised air quality through the construction process and potentially once the Project is
completed. The comment quotes from the Draft EIR regarding the Project’s location in a “high
wind corridor” subject to periodic strong westerly winds that create dust channels.
As shown in Table 4.4-7, Maximum Daily Construction Air Pollutant Emissions (page 4.4-17 of the
Draft EIR) and Table 4.4-8, Maximum Daily Operational Air Pollutant Emissions (page 4.4-18 of the
Draft EIR), no ICAPCD thresholds for criteria pollutants (including PM10 and PM2.5) would be
exceeded. If dust is generated, all feasible standard measures specified by the ICAPCD for
construction equipment and fugitive PM10 control for construction activities should be
implemented.
Regarding the text referenced in the comment, the following revision has been made for
clarification under Impact 4.4.2 on pages 4.4-18 and 4.4-19 of the Draft EIR.
“All Project Components
As discussed under the Regulatory Framework, (National Ambient Air Quality Standards [NAAQS]
and the California Ambient Air Quality Standards [CAAQS]) the Project Site is in non-attainment
areas for NAAQS and CAAQS for ozone and particulate matter. The majority of regional PM10
and PM2.5 emissions originate from dust stirred up by wind or by vehicle traffic on unpaved
roads (ICAPCD 2009). The Project is located in an area defined by the ICAPCD’s High Wind
Exceptional Fugitive Dust Mitigation Plan as a “high wind corridor” that is subject to periodic
strong westerly winds that create wind-dust channels. Thus there, there is an increased potential
for high winds to entrain fugitive dust during construction and operation of the Project (Blondell
2019). Other PM10 and PM2.5 emissions originate from grinding operations, combustion sources
such as motor vehicles, power plants, wood burning, forest fires, agricultural burning, and
industrial processes. Ozone is not emitted directly but is a result of atmospheric activity on
precursors. NOX and ROG are known as the chief “precursors” of ozone. These compounds
react in the presence of sunlight to produce ozone. Approximately 88 percent of NOX and 40
percent of ROG regional emissions originate from on- and off-road vehicles (ICAPCD 2010). Other
major sources include solvent evaporation and miscellaneous processes such as pesticide
application. While the proposed Project would not exceed and ICAPCD threshold for criteria
pollutants during either construction (see Table 4.4-7 on p. 4.4-17) or operations (see Table 4.4-8
on p. 4.4-18), ICAPCD Regulation VIII would be enforced in keeping with the mandatory
construction dust control plan and operational dust control plan.”
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Response to Comment 6-15: The comment states that the EIR needs to expand on addressing the spike
in greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) during the construction period. Annual GHG Emissions for the
project in Year 2020 and 2030 are provided in Table 4.5-4 on page 4.5-12 of the Draft EIR. Total
construction GHG emissions are 3,281 MT CO2E. However, amortized construction emissions are
109 MT CO2E. As noted in the analysis, the Project would result in a reduction of GHG emissions
over time as renewable energy production is increased and fossil fuel electricity is reduced. The
comment does not provide specifics details on regarding any perceived inadequacies in the
analysis. Comment noted.
Response to Comment 6-16: The comment states that heavy equipment will produce unsafe levels of air
pollutants that will have an impact on the surrounding community and wildlife during
construction. The comment states that the impact of toxic air contaminants on wildlife and the
ecosystem is ignored.
As discussed in Draft EIR Section 4.4, Air Quality, construction and reclamation of the Project
would result in short-term diesel exhaust emissions from onsite heavy-duty equipment. Toxicity
and cancer risk associated with exposure to diesel exhaust is a function of dosage and length of
exposure (American Cancer Society 2019) and studies on animal species have been confined to
lab animals exposed to very high doses. Wildlife exposure to diesel particulates is not anticipated
to increase substantially relative to exposure associated with existing agricultural uses on site
because agricultural uses involve diesel-powered equipment and, further, because wildlife
species disperse away from human activity. Additionally, because the Project will require a
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to meet National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) regulations, the SWPPP must list Best Management Practices (BMPs) as stated in
Section 4.11, Hydrology and Water Quality, of the Draft EIR. Dust control watering during
construction of both the Full Build-out Scenario and the Phased CUP Scenario would be classified
as having potential for discharge of non-storm water pollutants. Adequate BMPs and protections
would always be in place which would reduce dust impacts. The BMPs implemented pursuant to
the SWPPP are intended to protect biological resources, as well as sensitive receptors.
Response to Comment 6-17: Commenter states that wildlife, especially birds, are heavily impacted by
increased noise pollution. Commenter asserts that the EIR does not adequately address the
potential impacts of heightened noise pollution during the construction period and beyond.
Both construction and operational noise were addressed in the Draft EIR. Impact 4.8.1 on page
4.8-23 of the Draft EIR addresses Substantial Temporary or Permanent Noise Increase in Excess
of Standards. The analysis on page 4.8-24 of the Draft EIR states that “…construction noise levels
would attenuate to 58 dB(A) Leq(8h) at the nearest sensitive receptor.” The analysis goes on to
conclude that “construction noise levels would comply with 75 dB(A) Leq(8h) noise level limit
established by County Noise Element.” Regarding operational noise, page 4.8-26 of the Draft EIR
states that “Noise levels would not exceed applicable daytime or nighttime property line noise
level limits from the County General Plan Noise Element.” Lastly, decommissioning/reclamation
noise levels would be similar to construction noise levels which are less than significant.
Response to Comment 6-18: Comment states that the EIR indicates that several mitigation measures
have been deemed necessary for the Project to avoid making a significant negative impact on the
environment. Comment asserts that the language misguides the reader and downplays the
significant risks inherent to the Project. No specific mitigation measures are identified. A
summary of impacts and mitigation measures is provided in Table ES-1 of the Executive Summary
of the Draft EIR. As the statement is generalized, it is not possible to respond specifically.
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Response to Comment 6-19: Comment states that the EIR glosses over aggregate environmental impacts
of the Project and misleads the reader through words such as “may” and “potentially.” No specific
examples are provided so it is not possible to respond to the comment.
Response to Comment 6-20: Comment states that the Project cannot be viewed independently from
other existing and developing projects in the region and that the EIR needs to address the
cumulative effects of the Project.
The Approach to the Cumulative Impact Analysis is established on page 3.0-2 of Chapter 3.0 of
the Draft EIR. The EIR used a list approach for analyzing cumulative impacts per CEQA Guidelines
Section 15130(b)(1). The cumulative list was compiled in consultation with the County of Imperial
and is provided in Table 3.0-1 on pages 3.0-3 and 3.0-4 of the Draft EIR and included proposed,
approved and reasonably foreseeable projects in the region. A map of the cumulative projects is
provided on page 3.0-6 of the Draft EIR.
Using the list, the Draft EIR includes an analysis of cumulative impacts where appropriate in each
resource area of the document. The only exceptions are Section 4.5 Greenhouse Gases (which is
cumulative by nature) and Section 4.14, Energy (which considers statewide energy use as well as
project energy use and conservation). All other Sections (4.1 thru 4.4, 4.6 thru 4.13) in Chapter
4.0 include a discussion of cumulative impacts starting with a description of the cumulative
setting.
Response to Comment 6-21: The comment quotes CEQA Guidelines Section 15355(b) which defines a
cumulative impact. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 6-22: The comment states that it would be a massive oversight for this Project to
be allowed to move forward without fully analyzing its impact in relation to the overall impact of
other projects in the region that are operational, currently in development, or in the planning
stages.
As noted in Response to Comment 6-20, above, the Draft EIR does include a discussion of
cumulative impacts for each resource area where appropriate. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 6-23: Comment states that the analysis failed to address the neighboring project
assumingly referring to Phase I of the Centinela Solar Project which is a completed project that
has been in operation for several years. The operational impacts to traffic, air and greenhouse
gases are minimal now that the Project is operational and would cumulatively contribute to
cumulative impacts in these regards. Centinela Phase 2 is proposed and is included in Table 3.0-1
which lists the Proposed, Approved and Reasonably Foreseeable Projects in the Region (Draft EIR
pp. 3.0-3 and 3.0-4). Comment also states that the lead agency made no attempt to accurately
describe cumulative conditions despite relevant data. This assertion is made without supporting
evidence or identifying the referenced “relevant data.” To the contrary, the cumulative analysis
captured surrounding cumulative projects effects (e.g. traffic) in the analysis for each resource
area as appropriate. Refer also to Response to Comment 6-20, above.
With regard to cumulative impacts to biological resources, CDFW and USFWS require that all
completed, operational solar projects conduct multi-year post-construction burrowing owl
surveys (personal experience) and implement Bird and Bat Conservation Strategy surveys (avian
mortality). These surveys are required in order to confirm that the conditions of
approval/mitigation measures adopted as part of environmental review for each project are
effectively avoiding and reducing potentially significant impacts to burrowing owls. Owners of
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each solar project in the Imperial Valley are required to the post-construction burrowing owl
surveys and avian mortality reports to the CDFW and USFWS and these two agencies have
retained the discretion to require the project owners to implement adaptive management
practices to ensure that Project impacts are being adequately mitigated. Therefore, it is correctly
assumed in the Draft EIR that the impacts of renewable energy development projects that are
currently in operation are adequately mitigated and that the Drew Solar Project’s impacts on
avian species, including burrowing owls, together with the impacts of existing renewable energy
development in the County, will not result in a cumulatively considerable impact to avian
species.
Response to Comment 6-24: Comment states that it is not possible to determine the significance of an
impact without actual data. Comment also states that data needs to include the on-going impact
and effects of the surrounding projects as the only way to determine the true cumulative impact.
Again, an example of the “actual data” referenced is not provided by the Commenter. Without an
example it is too speculative to assume what the commenter is referring to in this instance.
Regarding “including the on-going impact,” CEQA Guidelines Section 15130, Discussion of
Cumulative Impacts, makes no reference to such impacts. Instead it focuses on the “projects
incremental effect” and the “project’s contribution to a significant cumulative impact.” The
analysis in the Draft EIR adhered to the approach identified in the Guidelines.
Response to Comment 6-25: Commenter cites case law (Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford
(1990) regarding the analysis of cumulative impacts. The case dealt with groundwater and the
absence of data. No substantive remarks regarding the adequacy of the environmental analysis
are provided. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 6-26: Commenter cites the case of communities for a Better Environment v.
California Resources Agency (2002) as it applied to Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford
(1990). The comment goes on to assert that the impacts of past, present and probable future
projects must be combined rather than focusing on the ratio between the Project’s impacts and
the combined impacts of past, present and probable future projects. The analysis of cumulative
impacts in the Draft EIR examined the incremental contribution to proposed, approved and
reasonably foreseeable projects in the region. The cumulative analysis for each resource area (4.1
thru 4.4, 4.6 thru 4.13) in Chapter 4.0 also analyzed the project’s contribution to cumulative
impacts.
Response to Comment 6-27: The comment states that the discussion of cumulative impacts must use
either the list approach or the summary approach when identifying “other projects” that add to
the proposed project’s incremental impacts. As noted, previously, the Draft EIR uses the list
approach in the cumulative impact analysis. Refer to Response to Comment 6-20, above.
Response to Comment 6-28: The comment cites Environmental Protection Information Center v.
California Dept. of Forestry & Fire Protection (2008) regarding assessing past projects. Chapter
3.0, Introduction to the Environmental Analysis and Assumptions Used, of the Draft EIR included
a cumulative list that identified proposed, approved and reasonably foreseeable projects. Several
projects had been approved, constructed and operational (i.e. past). Cumulative impacts of the
Project in combination with cumulative projects were considered in the Cumulative Impacts
Discussion of each section of the Draft EIR.
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Response to Comment 6-29: Commenter states that an analysis of the environmental impacts of existing
solar projects was not included in the Draft EIR. The comment states that an analysis of existing
negative environmental impacts from surrounding solar projects is absent from the EIR and
asserts that this is essential to understanding the cumulative impact of this project.
The Draft EIR included a discussion of cumulative impacts for each resource area analyzed in each
section of the EIR. The cumulative list of projects was identified in Table 3.0-1 of Chapter 3.0 of
the Draft EIR on pages 3.0-3 thru 3.0-4. Refer to the Cumulative Impacts subsection of the Draft
EIR (i.e. subsection 4.1.4, 4.2.4, 4.3.4, etc.) for the analysis and discussion of each resource area.
Commenter asks the impact of adjacent solar projects on the local burrowing owl population. This
would have been addressed as part of the environmental review process of each project (i.e.
through analysis, mitigation measures and monitoring efforts).
Commenter also asks how many avian deaths can be attributed to adjacent solar projects. While
operational monitoring and recording of avian deaths is frequently required as part of CUP
conditions, a clearinghouse of the data has not yet been established by State and Federal
Agencies.
The Comment asks if adjacent solar projects have negatively impacted the air quality or hydrology.
The environmental review conducted for each project would have documented air quality and
hydrology impacts. Air quality impacts of solar projects are largely limited to construction; once
operational, they have an overall beneficial impact on air quality with proper dust control in place.
Likewise, each solar project shall provide on-site retention to address hydrology changes. Invasive
species must be addressed through a Pest Management Plan which is required of all solar projects
in Imperial County.
Response to Comment 6-30: Commenter reiterates opposition to the project as proposed and asserts
that a recirculated EIR is necessary based on comments provided. Refer to Response to Comments
6-2 thru 6-29.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 7
Commenter:

Maurice Eaton, Branch Chief, Local Development and Intergovernmental Review
Branch, California Department of Transportation
Date of Letter: July 1, 2019
Response to Comment 7-1: Comment provides introductory remarks explaining Caltrans’ role in
reviewing the Draft EIR. Specifically, the Local Development-Intergovernmental Review (LD-IGR)
Program review land use projects and plans to ensure consistency with its mission and state
planning priorities. The comment does not contain substantive remarks about the adequacy of
the environmental analysis. No response is required. Caltrans comments are enumerated in
comment 7-2 thru 7-9.
Response to Comment 7-2: The comment states that the proposed driveway access on State Route 98
will not be allowed citing creation of conflicts for motorists as well as the presence of alternative
access to the site from Drew Road, Kubler Road and Pulliam Road. The Commenter recommends
that the driveway access be placed on Pulliam Road north of SR 98 and requests that the driveway
be removed from the EIR document and exhibits.
LOS Engineering revised the traffic patterns in response to this comment by analyzing a
reconfigured access to the Project Site. Revisions to Section 4.3, Transportation are reflected in
the Errata (Section 4.0) of this Final EIR.
Access Configuration #1 (Figure 4.3-11a of the Errata) responds to this comment by eliminating
access along SR 98 for the SE ¼ Section of Drew Solar on the south as well as two access points
along Kubler Road on the north of the Project site. Access Configuration #1 would place two
access points along Pulliam Road on the east side of the Project site and two access points along
Drew Road on the west side of the Project site. Two of driveways proposed along Drew Road are
near SR 98 and one driveway is just north of Mt. Signal Drain No. 1. The northern-most driveway
on Drew Road is for emergency access only. Access Configuration #1 creates two additional access
points along Pulliam Road instead of one access point on SR 98 for the SE ¼ Section of Drew Solar,
and adds two additional access points along Drew Road in lieu of two access points along Kubler
Road for the NW ¼ Section and the west half of the NE ¼ Section of the Project. The restriction of
travel on Kubler Road between Drew Road and Pulliam Road does not result in a significant
amount of travel distance to access the Project.
The traffic distribution for Access Configuration #1 around the Project site was analyzed due to
re-located driveways and the Applicant’s proposed restriction of employees and deliveries from
using Kubler Road between Pulliam Road and Drew Road. Access Configuration #1 traffic
distribution is shown in Figure 4.3-4a of the Errata and the project trip assignment for Access
Configuration #1 shown in Figure 4.3-5a of the Errata.
The Access Configuration #1 analysis includes the intersections and segments that have the
revised distribution eliminating access along SR 98 as well as driveways along Kubler Road. The
intersections and segments with revised volumes and LOS include:
1) Intersection of Kubler Road/Pulliam Road (intersection #4)
2) Intersection of SR 98/Drew Road (intersection #6)
3) Intersection of SR98/Pulliam Road (intersection #7)
4) Segment of Pulliam Road from Kubler Road to SR 98
5) Segment of SR 98 from Drew Road to Pulliam Road
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The remaining study intersections and segments were not changed from the traffic analysis
included in Section 4.3 Transportation of the Draft EIR. The study scenarios examined as part of
the Access Configuration #1 analysis include:
1) Year 2017 Plus Project
2) Year 2017 Plus Project Plus Cumulative
3) Year 2019 Plus Project
4) Year 2019 Plus Project Plus Cumulative
5) Year 2027 Plus Project
6) Year 2027 Plus Project Plus Cumulative
Year 2017 Scenario
The Year 2017 Plus Project are shown in Figure 4.3-6a of the Errata and Year 2017 Plus Project
Plus Cumulative volumes are shown in Figure 4.13-13A. The intersection LOS for Year 2017 Plus
Project conditions are shown in Table 4.3-11a and Table 4.3-12a for segment operations (Errata).
The intersection LOS for Year 2017 Plus Project Plus Cumulative conditions are shown in Table
4.3-28a and Table 4.3-29a for segment operations. LOS calculations are included in Attachment
A of Attachment 1 of this Final EIR.
Under existing Year 2017 Plus Project and Year 2017 Plus Project Plus Cumulative, the study
intersection, roadways, and State Route were calculated to operate at LOS B or better with no
significant project impacts.
Year 2019 Scenario
The 2019 Plus Project volumes are shown in Figure 4.3-8a and Year 2019 Plus Project Plus
Cumulative volumes are shown in Figure 4.3-14a. The intersection LOS for 2019 Plus Project
conditions are shown in Table 4.3-17a and Table 4.3-18a for segment operations (Errata). The
intersection LOS for year 2019 Plus Project Plus Cumulative conditions are shown in Table 4.3-31a
and Table 4.3-32a for segment operations. LOS calculations are included in Attachment B of
Attachment 1 of this Final EIR.
Under existing Year 2019 Plus Project and Year 2019 Plus Project Plus Cumulative conditions, the
study intersection, roadways, and State Route were calculated to operate at LOS B or better with
no significant project impacts.
Year 2027 Scenario
The Year 2027 Plus Project volumes are shown in Figure 4.3-10a and Year 2027 Plus Project Plus
Cumulative volumes are shown in Figure 4.3-15a. The intersection LOS for Year 2027 Plus Project
conditions are shown in Table4.3-23a and Table 4.3-24a for segment operations. The intersection
LOS for Year 2027 Plus Project Plus Cumulative conditions are shown in Table 4.3-34a and Table
4.3-35a for segment operations. LOS calculations are included in Attachment C of Attachment 1
of this Final EIR.
Under existing Year 2027 Plus Project and Year 2027 Plus Project Cumulative conditions, the study
intersection, roadways, and State Route were calculated to operate at LOS B or better with no
significant project impacts.
In conclusion, the redistribution of traffic around the Project site due to the elimination of a
driveway on SR 98 and shifting of the two project driveways on Kubler Road to Drew Road did not
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change the conclusions of the analysis in Section 4.3, Transportation of the Draft EIR. The Access
Configuration #1 documented LOS B or better conditions with no significant project impacts as
shown in the Errata of this Final EIR.
Response to Comment 7-3:
The comment states that no open trenching will be allowed within
highway right-of-way citing Encroachment Permit Manual Section 603.6. This comment does not
address the adequacy of the environmental analysis in the EIR but is noted for the decisionmakers’ consideration.
Response to Comment 7-4: The comment states that an encroachment permit will be required for any
work within Caltrans right-of-way prior to construction. A CEQA determination or exemption is
required. The area of encroachment into Caltrans’ right-of-way is analyzed as part of the proposed
Project. The Project was determined to have potentially significant impacts which required
preparation of an Environmental Impact Report. No impacts were identified specifically regarding
Caltrans right-of-way. The Drew Solar Project EIR shall be submitted to Caltrans to fulfill the
requirements of the encroachment permit process.
Response to Comment 7-5: The comment recommends that the project identify and assess potential
impacts caused by the project or impacts from mitigation efforts that occur within Caltrans’ rightof-way. This comment does not address the adequacy of the environmental analysis in the EIR
but is noted for the decision-makers’ consideration.
Response to Comment 7-6: The comment states that Drew Solar, LLC shall prepare and submit to Caltrans
closure plans as part of the encroachment permit application. The plan shall outline detours to
use during road closures associated with project. This comment does not address the adequacy
of the environmental analysis in the EIR but is noted for the decision-makers’ consideration. The
Applicant will be required to prepare a Highway Closure Plan prior to commencing construction.
Response to Comment 7-7: The comment states that the Highway Closure Plan should be submitted to
Caltrans at least 30 days prior to initiation installation of the crossings. No work will be allowed
to begin until an encroachment permit is approved. This comment does not address the adequacy
of the environmental analysis in the EIR but is noted for the decision-makers’ consideration.
Response to Comment 7-8: The comment provides website links for resource materials on Encroachment
Permits Manual and the Project Development Preparation Manual. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 7-9: The comment provides closing remarks and contact information. This
comment is noted.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 8
Commenter: Stephen Volker, Law Offices of Stephen C. Volker on behalf of Farms for Farming
Date of Letter: July 1, 2019
Response to Comment 8-1: The comment provides introductory remarks regarding submission of
comments on the Drew Solar Project. The comments are submitted on behalf of Danny Robinson,
Robcom Farms, Inc., Joe Tagg and West-Gro Farms, Inc. (collectively, “Farms for Farming”). This
comment is noted.
Response to Comment 8-2: The comment provides a brief description of the project. This comment is
noted.
Response to Comment 8-3: The comment expresses opposition to the project stating that the County has
already allowed over 22,000 acres of farmland to be converted to electrical generation and
transmission uses. This comment does not address the adequacy of the environmental analysis in
the EIR but is noted for the decision-makers’ consideration.
Response to Comment 8-4: The comment states that Farms for Farming urges the County to maintain
renewable energy overlay boundaries established in October 2015. The commenter encourages
that County to analyze and adopt an alternative to the proposed Project located within the
renewable energy overlay zone.
Creation of an “Island” Overlay in the Renewable Energy (RE) Overly Zone is allowed with a
Conditional Use Permit. The language of Section 91701.01 of Chapter 1 of Title 9, Land Use Code
“RE” Energy Renewable Overlay Zone regarding creation of an “Island” Overlay was recently
amended. Creation of an “Island Overlay” is permissible via an amendment to the RE Overlay Zone
to allow for development of a future renewable energy project that is located adjacent to or
within one quarter (1/4) mile of an existing operating solar facility. Three conditions must be met
to allow for the amendment: The project is located adjacent (sharing a common boundary) to an
existing transmission source; the project consists of the expansion of an existing renewable
energy operation; and the project would not result in any significant environmental impacts
(91701.01).
The proposed Project shares a common boundary to an existing transmission source (i.e. the
existing Drew Switchyard). An objective of the Project is to locate the facility along an existing
transmission system which has available capacity to deliver electricity to major load centers in
California and to utilize existing infrastructure (switchyards, transmission lines, roads, and water
sources). In addition, the Project is surrounded on two sides by the existing Centinela Solar
project. Construction of the Drew Solar Project represents expansion of existing solar
development. Potentially significant impacts of the Project identified in the EIR were all addressed
with feasible mitigation that would reduce impacts to less than significant levels.
Response to Comment 8-5: The comment refers to major concerns (as previously iterated in Response
to Comment 8-3 and 8-4) and notes that the following comments (8-6 and following) are
submitted. This comment is noted.
Response to Comment 8-6: The comment states that the Project is inconsistent with the County General
Plan and that approval of the Project would violate Planning and Zoning Law. It also states that
“Land use permits are invalid where the approved project ‘conflicts with a [valid] general plan
policy that is fundamental, mandatory, and clear’.”
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The proposed solar generation and transmission uses are consistent with the County General Plan
and are conditionally permitted uses under the County’s Land Use Ordinance. As stated on page
4.2-29 of the Draft EIR:
“All of the Solar Field Site Parcels are currently designated "Agriculture" on the General
Plan Land Use Map and zoned A-2, A-2-R, or A-3. Per Sections 90508.02 and 90509.02
(Uses Permitted with a Conditional Use Permit) of Division 5 of Title 9 of the Imperial
County Land Use Ordinance, development of the Solar Field Site Parcels with a ‘solar
energy electrical generator’ and ‘solar energy plants’ are an allowed use subject to a
CUP.”
This comment also refers to the court ruling in Neighborhood Action Group v. County of Calaveras
(1984) 156 Cal.App.3d 1176, 1184. In that case, Calaveras County approved a CUP for a proposed
project, but the county did not have a valid general plan (i.e., the court found the general plan did
not comply with State law). In turn, this invalidated Calaveras County’s issuance of a CUP for the
proposed project. These circumstances do not apply to Imperial County’s proposed issuance of a
CUP for the Drew Solar Project. Unlike in Neighborhood, Imperial County’s General Plan meets
State requirements and is legally valid. As such, no defect exists that would affect the County’s
authority to issue a CUP for the proposed Drew Solar Project, consistent with the underlying
zoning designation (i.e., A-2, A-2-R, or A-3) for the Solar Field Site Parcels.
One of the court’s primary considerations in the Neighborhood case was whether the County of
Calaveras had the authority to issue a CUP if it had failed to adopt a general plan containing
elements required by State law that were relevant to the uses authorized by the permit. The
County of Imperial’s General Plan Land Use Element recognizes solar energy as being consistent
with the County’s overall goals and energy policies. The County of Imperial’s General Plan Land
Use Element also recognizes other allowable renewable energy types such as wind-driven
electrical generation, geothermal, and bio-mass energy. In addition, the County of Imperial’s
General Plan recognizes facilities for the transmission of electrical energy.
As summarized in the Goals and Objectives of the Renewable Energy and Transmission Element
of the Imperial County General Plan (Goal 1), Supports the safe and orderly development of
renewable energy while providing for the protection of environmental resources. When
evaluating the consistency of the Project with this goal, Table 4.2-1, Imperial County General Plan
on page 4.3-11 of the Draft EIR states in part “…The County has chosen to concentrate solar
development in the Project vicinity. The Project Area is currently disturbed agricultural land that
will be temporarily converted to a solar energy generating system, then reclaimed to pre-Project
conditions at the end of the operational life of the Project. If allowed, the Project also proposes
co-locating one of the Gen-Tie lines with the existing Centinela Solar Gen-Tie facilities. Compliance
with the County’s land use planning documents and ordinances, shared use and co-location of
one of the Gen-Tie lines would support orderly development while preserving undisturbed lands.
The proposed Project is consistent with this goal…”
Pursuant to Section 90508.02 of the County’s Land Use Ordinance, the following are permitted
uses in the A-2 and A-2-R zone subject to approval of a CUP: Electrical substations in an electrical
transmission system (500 kv/230 kv/161 kv); Facilities for the transmission of electrical energy
(100-200 kv); Major facilities relating to the generation and transmission of electrical energy,
provided such facilities are not, under State or Federal law, to be approved exclusively by an
agency or agencies of the State and/or Federal governments and provided that such facilities shall
be approved subsequent to coordination and review with the Imperial Irrigation District for
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electrical matters; Resource extraction and energy development; and Solar Energy Electrical
Generators.
Pursuant to Section 90509.02 of the County’s Land Use Ordinance, the following are permitted
uses in the A-3 zone subject to approval of a CUP: Major facilities relating to the generation and
transmission of electrical energy, provided such facilities are not, under State or Federal law, to
be approved exclusively by an agency or agencies of the State and/or Federal governments and
provided that such facilities shall be approved subsequent to coordination and review with the
Imperial Irrigation District for electrical matters; and Solar energy plants.
Based on the goals and objectives of the General Plan and relevant provisions of the County’s
Land Use Ordinance, with the approval of all Project entitlements, the proposed Project would be
an allowable use within the existing land use and zoning designations for parcels comprising the
Project site. The Project would also promote Imperial County’s renewable energy policies. Thus,
the comment’s contra-interpretation notwithstanding, the General Plan does not “forbid”
solar projects on Agriculture-designated lands.
Response to Comment 8-7:
The commenter states that the Imperial County General Plan “forbids the
proposed solar uses within the ‘Agriculture’ plan designation that applies to the entire Project
site.” The comment includes a quote from the Land Use Element regarding the “Agriculture”
designation. The commenter asserts that the non-agricultural use has not met its “burden” to
“clearly demonstrate” that it would “not conflict with agricultural operations and will not result
in the premature elimination of such agricultural operations.”
Inherent in the comment’s conclusion is an interpretation of the General Plan goals, policies, and
objectives that prohibits, in all instances, non-agricultural related uses on lands designated for
agriculture.
Generally, “because policies in a general plan reflect a range of competing interests, the
governmental agency must be allowed to weigh and balance the plan’s policies when applying
them, and [the agency] has broad discretion to construe its policies in light of the plan’s purpose.”
Pfeiffer v. City of Sunnyvale City Council (2011) 200 Cal.App.4th 1552. “An action, program, or
project is consistent with the general plan if, considering all its aspects, it will further the
objectives and policies of the general plan and not obstruct their attainment. State law does not
require perfect conformity between a proposed project and the applicable general plan ...
[because] it is nearly impossible for a project to be in perfect conformity with each and every
policy set forth in the applicable plan ... It is enough that the proposed project will be compatible
with the objectives, policies, general land uses and programs specified in the applicable plan.” Id.
(internal quotations and citations omitted). Thus, the County has the authority to interpret the
meaning of its General Plan and determine whether the proposed project is consistent.
The County’s General Plan includes a variety of goals, policies, and objectives that are implicated
by the proposed Project and must, in some instances, be balanced against each other. The General
Plan thus cautions against its Goals and Policies being interpreted as doctrine:
Imperial County’s Goals and Objectives are intended to serve as long-term
principles and policy statements representing ideals which have been determined
by the citizens as being desirable and deserving of community time and resources
to achieve. The Goals and Objectives, therefore, are important guidelines for
agricultural land use decision making. It is recognized, however, that other social,
economic, environmental, and legal considerations are involved in land use
decisions and that these Goals and Objectives, and those of other General Plan
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Elements, should be used as guidelines but not doctrines. (General Plan
Agricultural Element, page 29 [Section III.A Preface].)
Turning to specific policies implicated by the proposed Project, the County General Plan actively
promotes both alternative energy and opportunities for economic growth. For example, Goal 1 of
the Renewable Energy and Transmission Element provides that the County “Support the safe and
orderly development of renewable energy while providing for the protection of environmental
resources.” Concerning impacts to agricultural lands and biological resources from alternative
energy projects, Goal 2 of the Renewable Energy and Transmission Element states that the County
will attempt to “Encourage development of electrical transmission lines along routes which
minimize potential environmental effects.” This would be accomplished through implementation
of the following objectives, among others:
•

Objective 2.1: To the extent practicable, maximize utilization of IID’s transmission
capacity in existing easements or rights-of-way. Encourage the location of all major
transmission lines within designated corridors, easements, and rights-of-way.

•

Objective 2.2: Where practicable and cost-effective, design transmission lines to
minimize impacts on agricultural, natural, and cultural resources, urban areas, military
operation areas, and recreational activities.

Consistent with these objectives, the proposed Project has been designed to lessen impacts on
agricultural lands and biological resources by co-locating one of the Gen-Tie lines with the existing
Centinela Solar Gen-Tie facilities.
The Project proposes co-location of one of the two proposed Gen-Tie lines with the existing
Centinela Solar Gen-Tie line infrastructure, connecting all the Solar Field Site Parcels and the
Energy Storage Component to the existing Drew Switchyard located directly south across SR 98.
This co-location would allow the Project to maximize use of existing utility right-of-way and avoid
impacts to additional agricultural land and biological resources. Further, by connecting to the
California Electrical Grid through the existing Drew Switchyard, no new transmission lines or other
infrastructure would be required to transport Project-generated energy to SDG&E’s IV Substation
In addition to the goals and objectives in the Renewable Energy and Transmission Element
promoting alternative energy in the County, the General Plan also recognizes the need for the
County to promote diverse economic uses. For example, Goal 2 of the Land Use Element states
that the County should “[d]iversify employment and economic opportunities in the County while
preserving agricultural activity,” and Goal 3, Objective 3.2 of the Land Use Element recognizes the
need to “[p]reserve agricultural and natural resources while promoting diverse economic growth
through sound land use planning.” (General Plan, Land Use Element, page 37.) Thus, while there
is no question that promoting and preserving agricultural uses is an important part of the County’s
vision, it is by no means the sole policy, goal, or objective of the County General Plan, thus
requiring the County’s decision-makers to balance various interests when making land use
decisions.
The Imperial County General Plan contemplates the use of agricultural lands for other uses, and
specifically provides that the evaluation and approval of those uses will occur through the
implementation of zoning and the conditional use permit (CUP) review process. Specifically, the
Land Use Element provides that “[e]lectrical and other energy generating facilities are heavy
industrial uses, except, hydroelectric, and renewable energy facilities may be regulated differently
than other types of power plants by implementing zoning including the RE Overlay Zone and
Conditional Use Permit process.” (General Plan Land Use Element, page 46.) Further, the Land
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Use Compatibility Matrix in the General Plan provides that industrial uses are conditionally
compatible on lands zoned A-2, A-2-R and A-3 with a CUP (General Plan, Land Use Element, Table
4, page 64.). Thus, pursuant to the General Plan, with the approval of a CUP, the proposed Project
would be an allowable use within the existing land use and zoning designations for the site.
Further, while the Land Use Element provides that agriculture is the principal and dominant use
for agriculture-designated lands, it expressly allows non-agricultural uses on agricultural land
provided the project proponent demonstrates that the non-agricultural use (1) “does not conflict
with agricultural operations and will not result in the premature elimination of such agricultural
operations” and (2) meets the requirement that “no use should be permitted which would have
a significant adverse effect on agricultural production.” (General Plan Land Use Element, page 48
[Section IV.C.I].)
Objective 1.8 of the Agricultural Resources Element addresses allowance for the conversion of
agricultural land to non-agricultural uses where a “clear and immediate need” can be
demonstrated (General Plan Agricultural Resources Element, page 30). The analysis of
consistency with the Imperial County General Plan on page 4.9-8 of the Draft EIR states “The
proposed Project involves the temporary conversion of agricultural land to a solar energy
generation facility which is an allowed use on land designated as Agriculture with approval of a
CUP. The clear and immediate need for the proposed Project is described in Section 2.1.2 of the
Project Description. For example, the proposed Project would provide a new source of renewable
energy to assist the State of California in achieving and exceeding the RPS while also expanding
the renewable energy sector in the County’s economy. The Project would assist with meeting
existing demand as well as future electricity demand associated with planned population growth
in the County and State. Further, the energy storage component portion of the Project would
increase stability of energy supply….the Project site is located in an area where similar solar
energy facilities are clustered and have been approved by the County.”
The County has established a permitting process which ensures that the potential effects of using
Agriculture-designated lands for solar projects are thoroughly considered. Sections 90508.01,
90508.02, 90509.01 and 90509.02 of the County’s Land Use Ordinance identify the permitted and
conditional uses within the A-2, A-2-R and A-3 zoning designation. The Project site is zoned A-2, a
designation that requires a CUP for solar energy facilities (Draft EIR, page 2.0-36.) The
discretionary nature of a CUP process also triggers review under CEQA.
To the extent the Drew Solar Project will prevent the site from being used for agricultural
production over the 30 to 40-year operational life of the Project, the Draft EIR identified mitigation
measures that will limit the Project’s effect on agricultural production. These measures include
options to:
•

Procure Agricultural Conservation Easements on a 1 to 1 basis (for non-prime farmland)
or a 2 to 1 basis (for prime farmland) on land of equal size, of equal quality of farmland,
outside the path of development;

•

Pay an “Agricultural In-Lieu Mitigation Fee” in the amount of 20% of the fair market value
(for non-prime farmland) or 30% (for prime farmland) per acre for the total acres of
proposed site based on five comparable sales of land used for agricultural purposes as of
the effective date of the permit, including program costs on a cost recovery/time and
material basis;

•

Voluntarily enter into an enforceable Public Benefit Agreement or Development
Agreement that includes an Agricultural Benefit Fee payment; or
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•

Revise the CUP Application/Site Plan to avoid Prime Farmland. (Draft EIR, page 4.9-34 – 4.9-36
[mitigation measure MM 4.9.1a].)
Thus, while the proposed Project will cause the Project site to be unavailable for agricultural
production for the life of the Project, this temporary loss is mitigated to less than significant by
the above mitigation measures, which ensure that opportunities for active agriculture production
in the County will continue to be available, supported, and promoted.
Based on the above, the County would be within its discretion to determine that the proposed
Project is consistent with the various policies, goals, and objectives of the Imperial County General
Plan promoting alternative energy and economic diversity.

Response to Comment 8-8: The comment states that the proposed Project “could impede agricultural
operations elsewhere in the County and reduce employment, income, sales and tax revenue.”
The Draft EIR considered the fiscal and economic impacts of the proposed Project in Chapter 6.0
Other CEQA Considerations based on the independent analysis of the economic, employment and
fiscal impacts of the Project,1 prepared by Development Management Group, Inc. As discussed
on pages 6.0-1 and 6.0-2 of the Draft EIR, “The economic impact of the Drew Solar Project to the
Imperial County region was calculated to be approximately $109.14 million over the Project’s 30year life (inclusive of both project construction and operations). By comparison, the estimated
economic impact of the current use of the solar field site parcels (field/grass crops and produce)
over the same 30-year period was calculated to be $80.34 million. Thus, the proposed Project
would result in $28.8 million more for the Imperial County region compared to the existing
agricultural uses (DMG 2019).”
The comment letter cites to a February 25, 2011 letter from Imperial County Agricultural
Commissioner Connie Valenzuela submitted as a comment letter on another solar project. The
letter stated that “removal of any farmland out of production would have a direct negative impact
on employment, income, sales and tax revenue.”
As noted in the Draft EIR on page 6.0-1, Development Management Group, Inc., “calculated that
the Drew Solar Project will generate approximately $3.36 million in net local (county) tax revenue
over the 30-year life of the project. This is derived from an estimated $1.31 million in sales tax
revenue and $2.05 in net property tax revenue (DMG 2019). The estimated cost to the County to
provide appropriate services and related employment to the Project is approximately $2.56 million
thus generating a projected surplus to the County of Imperial of approximately $802,000 over the
30-year life of the project (subject to acceptance of the recommendations provided within the
report). Note that this amount is based solely on the tax laws currently in place and does not
include any amounts that may be received by the County under a Public Benefit Agreement or
similar arrangement (DMG 2019).”
As to the commenter’s assertion that conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses,
forcing more and more agriculture-serving business to close, CEQA Guidelines section 15131
provides that economic and social impacts need not be analyzed in an EIR. As stated by the court
in Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1205, if
substantial evidence in the record demonstrates that “the forecasted economic or social effects

1

“Drew Solar, LLC, Imperial County California Projects, Economic Impact Analysis (EIA); Employment (Jobs) Impact Analysis (JIA); Fiscal Impact
Analysis (FIA) Statement of Potential for Urban Decay” completed for Imperial County. Final Report of Findings. February 21, 2019 by
Development Management Group, Inc., 41-625 Eclectic Street, Suite D-2, Palm Desert, CA 92260.
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of a proposed project directly or indirectly will lead to adverse physical changes in the
environment, then CEQA requires disclosure and analysis of the resulting physical impacts.”
As stated in the Draft EIR, the Project site accounts for only 0.144 percent of the County’s
Farmland of Statewide Importance (Draft EIR page 4.9-40). Likewise, “During construction and
operation, the Full Build-out Scenario, inclusive of all CUP areas, would contribute approximately
3.3 percent (763 acres ÷ 23,020 acres x 100) of the total temporary agricultural land conversion
associated with cumulative solar projects on a County-wide basis.” (Draft EIR page 4.9-40). Given
the relatively small amount of agricultural land impacted by the proposed Project individually, or
in combination with other projects, the County would be well within its discretion to conclude
that approval of the proposed Project will not have a significant adverse effect on agricultural
operations elsewhere in the County. Further, page 27 of the independent analysis of the
economic, employment and fiscal impacts of the Project prepared by Development Management
Group, Inc. states that “We have further determined that the development of the Drew Solar,
LLC WILL NOT cause physical blight (urban decay) because the facility is a stand-alone and will
have its own contracts based on power purchase demand, meaning that there is not another
commercial scale energy facility that will cease to operate as a result of the Drew Solar, LLC.”
Response to Comment 8-9: The comment states that because the solar energy generation transmission
uses would eliminate the potential farming on the Project sites and encourage conversion of
farmland elsewhere in the County, the Project is specifically forbidden by the General Plan. No
supporting evidence is provided regarding the assertion that the Project would encourage
conversion of farmland elsewhere in the County. Refer to Response to Comment 8-7 and 8-8.
Response to Comment 8-10: The comment states that the Imperial County General Plan forbids
development and operation of renewable energy projects outside of the designated Renewable
Energy Overlay Zone. The comment goes on to note that Conditional Use Permit applications
proposed for specific renewable energy projects not located in the RE Overlay Zone would require
an amendment to the RE Overlay Zone. While the Project has applied for an amendment to create
an “Island” Overlay, the commenter states that the Project does not meet the prescribed
conditions. Refer to Response to Comment 8-4.
The first condition is the expansion of an existing renewable energy operation. As noted in the
Draft EIR, the Project is surrounded on two sides by the existing Centinela Solar project and is
adjacent to the existing Drew Switchyard. Because the proposed Project is adjacent to the existing
Centinela Solar project it would expand an existing industrial solar use.
The second condition is concerning significant environmental impacts brought about by the
project. The Draft EIR for the Project addressed all potentially significant impacts with feasible
mitigation measures that would reduce impacts to less than significant levels. A Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program would be adopted as part of Project approvals to ensure that
the mitigations measures are enforced.
Response to Comment 8-11: The comment cites Objective 1.8 of the County General Plan Agricultural
Element regarding the conditions under which conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural
uses is allowed. The Project’s consistency with this objective is discussed in Table 4.9-1 of Section
4.9, Agricultural Resources on page 4.9-7 of the Draft EIR. The text states “The proposed Project
involves the temporary conversion of agricultural land to a solar energy generation facility which
is an allowed use on land designated as Agriculture with approval of a CUP. The clear and
immediate need for the proposed Project is described in Section 2.1.2 of the Project Description.
For example, the proposed Project would provide a new source of renewable energy to assist the
State of California in achieving and exceeding the RPS while also expanding the renewable energy
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sector in the County’s economy. The Project would assist with meeting existing demand as well
as future electricity demand associated with planned population growth in the County and State.
Further, the energy storage component portion of the Project would increase stability of energy
supply. As noted above, the Project site is in an area where similar solar energy facilities are
clustered and have been approved by the County. Other off-site alternatives were also
considered but rejected as infeasible.”
Response to Comment 8-12: The comment reiterates that the County General Plan forbids nonagricultural uses on the Project parcels. This comment has been previously addressed. Refer to
Response to Comment 8-7.
Response to Comment 8-13: The comment states that preferable sites for placement of solar energy
facilities exist within the Renewable Energy Overlay Zone and asserts insufficient reasons are
provided to reject the alternative that was located within the Renewable Energy Overlay Zone.
The commenter states that a study should be prepared to show a lack of alternative sites. The
commenter also notes that a study is required to show a lack of alternative sites in order to
support the Draft EIR’s position.
The County has not previously analyzed a preferred site for the Drew Solar Project. The County
limits the number of times the General Plan may be amended each year to three amendments. If
the County has not approved three amendments for the year, the County may amend the
Renewable Energy Overlay Zone to add specific renewable energy facilities requested by the
Applicant, assuming the findings required by the General Plan are made.
The commenter also asserts that the Draft EIR’s analysis of alternative sites is inadequate to satisfy
the General Plan’s requirement for a study to show a lack of alternative sites within the
Renewable Energy Overlay Zone. Objective 1.8 of the Agricultural Element of the County General
Plan allows “conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses including renewable energy
only where a clear and immediate need can be demonstrated, based on economic benefits,
population projections and lack of other available land (including land within incorporated cities)
for such non-agricultural uses. Such conversion shall also be allowed only where such uses have
been identified for non-agricultural use in a city general plan or the County General Plan, and are
supported by a study to show a lack of alternative sites.” Objective 1.8 does not impose any
requirements for a study evidencing a lack of alternative sites.
The County dedicated approximately 25 pages of the Draft EIR in Chapter 5.0 to a discussion of
alternative sites. As discussed in Draft EIR Chapter 5.0, the Applicant evaluated multiple
alternative sites within the existing Renewable Energy Overlay Zone, including the Centinela State
Prison Land Alternative and sites within the exposed playa of the Salton Sea.
The Centinela State Prison Land Alternative is the only available site within the Renewable Energy
Overlay Zone with an available and readily accessible interconnection to the California
Independent System Operator (CAISO)-operated transmission system. CAISO is a balancing
authority that manages the supply and demand of electricity for many of electricity consumers in
California. The Applicant’s efforts to obtain an agreement with the California Department of
General Services to lease the Centinela State Prison Land for the purpose of renewable energy
development were unsuccessful. Accordingly, the Centinela State Prison Land Alternative was
eliminated from further consideration on feasibility grounds.
As discussed above, a site located within the exposed playa of the Salton Sea lacks a readily
available and accessible connection to the existing CAISO electricity transmission grid and thus
failed to meet key project objectives, including providing renewable generation to utilities and
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consumers, leveraging existing transmission infrastructure, and minimizing environmental
impacts by collocating renewable generation and existing transmission facilities. Additionally, the
Salton Sea site was eliminated from further consideration due to considerations of technical
feasibility. As discussed in the Renewable Energy and Transmission Element of the Imperial
County General Plan, the Salton Sea area is underlain at shallow depths by thermal water of
sufficient temperature for direct heat application. Portions of the Salton Sea playa are also
characterized by hypersaline brines. The Imperial County General Plan recognizes the Salton Sea
as having significant potential for the development of geothermal electrical generating facilities,
which are considered to be a source of renewable generation under the California Renewable
Portfolio Standard. However, the soils and geologic conditions of the Salton Sea playa pose
specific technical challenges for photovoltaic generating facilities and inhibit attainment of other
project objectives, such as providing an additional source of solar generation and maximizing the
County’s solar resource potential, relative to the Drew Solar Project site.
As discussed on Draft EIR page 5.0-3, the Salton Sea site was characterized by the presence of
corrosive and wet soil that is subject to liquefaction. Photovoltaic facilities require regular
maintenance, including panel-washing, to ensure sustained production of solar generation. Due
to the high salinity of the Salton Sea playa soils, wind-blown salts accumulate on steel frames
which corrodes the steel and reduces its structural integrity and the salts on the panels reduce
sunlight transmissivity. Dust control measures, such as coagulants are only good if there is no
traffic to break through the soil crust. However, as discussed above, photovoltaic panels require
regular maintenance via maintenance vehicles. Additionally, most of the playa does not support
equipment loads due to a shallow water table and saturated soils.
The EIR’s analysis and conclusions regarding the availability of alternative sites satisfy the General
Plan’s documentation requirements. With respect to the remaining factors identified in Objective
1.8, the public benefits to be derived from the project are listed in Draft EIR, Chapter 1.0 Section
1.4.2 (page 1.0-5 and 1.0-6); the clear and immediate need for renewable energy projects, such
as the Drew Solar Project, is set forth in Section I(C) of the Renewable Energy and Transmission
Element of the County General Plan; while not specifically required by the General Plan, a projectspecific statement of need is provided in Section 1.4 of Chapter 1.0 on page 1.0-5 of the Draft EIR;
and the economic benefits of the Drew Solar Project are discussed in Chapter 6.0 of the Draft EIR,
which incorporates the conclusions of a 2019 study on the fiscal and economic impacts of the
Project prepared by Development Management Group, Inc.
Response to Comment 8-14: The comment asserts that the Initial Study did not fully describe the project,
specifically regarding the type of energy storage proposed for the Project. CEQA Guidelines
Section 15124 identify the required contents of a Project Description including “precise location
and boundaries; a statement of objectives; a general description of the project’s technical,
economic and environmental characteristics.”
Energy storage is described on page 2.0-14 of the Draft EIR. As technologies rapidly change,
applicants often do not identify a specific type of energy storage until later in the construction
process. The Draft EIR does due diligence by providing a discussion of the range of technologies
available that could be used. Sufficient detail is provided and disclosed for the decision-makers
and for assessing potential impacts.
Response to Comment 8-15: The commenter disagrees with the Draft EIR’s position that conversion of
the Project parcels from agricultural land to non-agricultural land is temporary and that it would
be mitigated through committing to a reclamation plan and complying with mitigation requiring
that the soil value be restored equal to the pre-Project condition.
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As noted on pages 2.0-32 and 2.0-33 of the Errata of the Final EIR, “The Project is processing a
Development Agreement with Imperial County to enable and control a phased build-out of the
Project that is capable of meeting changing market demands by authorizing initiation of the CUP
or CUPs anytime within a 10-year period. Thereafter, the CUPs are valid for the remaining period
of 40 30 years from the date of the CUP approval. The requested Development Agreement would
provide flexibility to allow the start of construction to commence for up to 10 years after the CUPs
are approved. The proposed Project is expected to operate for up to 40 years (10 years from
Development Agreement plus 30 years for the CUP). At the end of its useful life, the Applicant
proposes to decommission the Project and reclaim the area associated with surface disturbance.
Given that decommissioning occurs at the end of the Project life and construction occurs at the
beginning of the Project and must occur within the first 10 years, no project-related construction
is anticipated to occur at the same time as decommissioning. Roads that benefit agricultural
activities would be left in place.”
Page 2.0-37 of the Draft EIR also identifies a Reclamation/Decommissioning Plan as one of the
Project’s various entitlements. The County of Imperial requires the applicant to bond for this Plan
to ensure that the provisions of the Plan are implemented at the time end of the Project’s
operational life.
Response to Comment 8-16: The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to acknowledge how the project
would significantly indirectly and cumulative affect agriculture countywide by both inducing
growth of renewable energy generation and transmission projects and reducing the resources
available to sustain remaining agricultural operations.
The Project’s impacts on agriculture were addressed in Section 4.9, Agricultural Resources of the
Draft EIR. Specifically, page 4.9-40 notes that the Project site accounts for only 0.144 percent of
the County’s Farmland of Statewide Importance and that full buildout of the Project would
contribute approximately 3.3 percent (763 acres ÷ 23,020 acres x 100) of the total temporary
agricultural land conversion associated with cumulative solar projects on a County-wide basis.
Refer to Response to Comment 8-7, above.
The commenter also asserts that the proliferation of solar projects will force agriculture-serving
businesses to close. The economic, employment and fiscal impacts of the Project were thoroughly
vetted in the independent analysis prepared by Development Management Group, Inc. Refer to
Response to Comment 8-8.
Response to Comment 8-17: The commenter contends that the Draft EIR does not analyze the Project’s
“numerous structural and wildland fire risks.” Chapter 1.0 of the Draft EIR (page 1.0-21)
acknowledges that the Project site is not characterized as an urban/wildland interface. According
to the Imperial County Natural Hazard Disclosure (Fire) Map prepared by the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CDF 2000), the Project site does not fall into an area
characterized as either: (1) a wildland area that may contain substantial forest fire risk and hazard;
or (2) a very high fire hazard severity zone.
In addition, Section 4.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, discusses Non-Wildland/Operational
fire hazard as it relates to the Project (see Draft EIR page 4.10-17). In addition, page 4.10-27
acknowledges that while the specific battery technology has not been identified, all battery
storage facilities would be required to comply with local, state and federal regulations regarding
operation….During operation, batteries would be housed in buildings or storage containers with
proper temperature monitoring and fire suppression systems.” The Project would also prepare a
Fire Prevention and Response Plan based on the final technology selected to address potential for
fire at the Project site.
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Response to Comment 8-18: The comment states that the Draft EIR failed to analyze the Project’s ‘lifecycle’ greenhouse gas emissions and that without an lifecycle emissions analysis, the Draft EIR
cannot support the assertion that “the project would result in a net total reduction” of
greenhouse gas emissions in 2020.
Contrary to the comment’s assertions, CEQA does not require the type of “life-cycle” analysis
sought by the comment. Public Resources Code section 21151 provides that, in preparing an EIR,
“any significant effect on the environment shall be limited to substantial, or potentially
substantial, adverse changes in physical condition which exists within the area as defined by in
Section 21060.5.” (Emphasis added). Public Resources Code section 21060.5 refers to such “area”
as “the physical conditions which exist within the area which will be affected by the proposed
project . . . .” (Emphasis added). The California Supreme Court interpreted these sections as
requiring analysis of the local effects of a proposed project, and not requiring a life-cycle analysis
of products that are the subject of a proposed project. (Save the Plastic Bag Coalition v. City of
Manhattan Beach (20 11) 52 Cal .4th 155.) CEQA only requires analysis of impacts that are directly
or indirectly attributable to the project under consideration. (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064(d).)
“Life-cycle” emissions would refer to emissions beyond those that could be considered indirect
effects of a project as that term is defined in CEQA Guidelines section 15358. Thus, the Draft EIR
did not need to calculate the life-cycle GHG emissions associated with project construction or
those “embedded” in the various components of the proposed Project, including the PV panels.
As discussed above, CEQA does not require that the Draft EIR consider life-cycle GHG emissions.
(Laurel Heights Improvement Assn. v. University of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 415 [“[a] project
opponent or reviewing court can always imagine some additional study or analysis that might
provide helpful information. It is not for them to design the EIR. That further study... might be
helpful does not make it necessary.”].)
Response to Comment 8-19: The comment states that the Draft EIR attempts to brush the “pseudo-lake”
effect under the rug noting that PV collisions are responsible for a high degree of avian mortality.
The Draft EIR does acknowledged the “pseudo-lake” effect on pages 4.12-28 and 4.12-29, noting
that the solar PV modules would be coated to be non-reflective and are designed to be highly
absorptive of all light that strikes their glass surfaces. Although there is potential for some
mortality, based on the evidence available—non-reflective design of the solar panels, distance
from large water bodies, proximity to agricultural areas, typical migration patterns, comparatively
few documented deaths—glare and pseudo-lake effect are not expected to result in significant
impacts to migrating or local avian species. Please refer to response to comment 6-13, which is
incorporated here by reference.
Response to Comment 8-20: The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to analyze the bird habitat loss
that the Project would cause. Since the project area is 90% active agricultural lands, which is not
considered a sensitive biological resource by CDFW and does not provide high quality habitat for
species, impacts to this land cover would not be considered significant under CEQA. Therefore,
no compensatory mitigation is required for habitat impacts associated with the temporary
conversion of agricultural lands. Mitigation is required for impacts to jurisdictional resources and
would be implemented through measure MM 4.12.3, which requires obtaining and compliance
with federal and state agency permits.
The study mentioned in the comment, Avian interactions with renewable energy infrastructure:
An update, discusses projects that use CSP solar energy technology (i.e. mirrors that reflect and
concentrate solar energy), not the PV module technology, which would be coated to be nonCounty of Imperial
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reflective and are designed to be highly absorptive of all light that strikes their glass surfaces, that
the proposed project would be installing. The study also compares solar facilities that occur
adjacent to grasslands, which provide native unmanaged (i.e., not tilled or harvested) habitat for
birds. The proposed project is within and surrounded by active agricultural lands and there are
solar facilities operating to the east and south of the project area. Therefore, a comparison
between the proposed project, which is highly disturbed and practically devoid of native habitats,
and the study mentioned in the comment is not reasonable.
Response to Comment 8-21: The comment states that the Draft EIR fails to explain how the Project could
comply with state and federal prohibitions on killing migratory birds. The mitigation measures
that are recommended in the Draft EIR fully protect migratory bird nests and eggs, consistent with
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and the California Fish and Game Code (CFGC).
Implementation of the Draft EIR measures MM 4.12.1a (general construction-related avoidance
and minimization measures), MM 4.12.1b (WEAP training, biological monitoring, and
compliance), MM 4.12.1c (burrowing owl pre-construction surveys and avoidance/relocation
plan), and MM 4.12.1d (nesting bird pre-construction surveys and avoidance plan) ensure that
take, possession, and the destruction of the nests or eggs of any migratory bird species does not
occur. Therefore, impacts to migratory birds, including burrowing owls, is not anticipated.
Notably, the MBTA is interpreted to apply only to actions that have “take” as their purpose. The
discussion of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act in on page 4.12-3 of the Draft EIR has been revised to
include the following text following the first paragraph:

“Migratory Bird Treaty Act
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) implements international treaties between the
United States and other nations that protect migratory birds, (including their parts, eggs,
and nests) from killing, hunting, pursuing, capturing, selling, and shipping unless expressly
authorized or permitted. Generally, the list of species protected under the MBTA includes
those where evidence of natural occurrence in the United States or its territories exists,
and the documentation of such records has been recognized by the American
Ornithologists Union or other competent scientific authorities. Species not protected
under the MBTA include those whose occurrences in the United States are strictly the
result of intentional human introduction.
“The MBTA prohibits the take of any migratory bird or any part, nest, or eggs of any such
bird. Under the MBTA, “take” is defined as pursuing, hunting, shooting, capturing,
collecting, or killing, or attempting to do so (16 U.S.C. 703 et seq.). In December 2017,
Department of Interior Principal Deputy Solicitor Jorjani issued a memorandum (M37050) interpreting the MBTA, as follows:
“Interpreting the MBTA to apply to incidental or accidental actions hangs the sword of
Damocles over a host of otherwise lawful and productive actions, threatening up to six
months in jail and a $15,000 penalty for each and every bird injured or killed. As Justice
Marshall warned, “the value of a sword of Damocles is that it hangs—not that it drops.”
Indeed, the mere threat of prosecution inhibits otherwise lawful conduct. For the reasons
explained below, this Memorandum finds that, consistent with the text, history, and
purpose of the MBTA, the statute’s prohibition on pursuing, hunting, taking, capturing,
killing, or attempting to do the same apply only to affirmative actions that have as their
purpose the taking or killing of migratory birds, their nests, or their eggs.”
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The Project’s purpose is not to take migratory birds, but to construct and operate renewable
energy generation and storage facilities, and for the reasons discussed above, take of migratory
birds, including burrowing owls, is not anticipated.
Response to Comment 8-22: CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a) requires an EIR to describe a reasonable
range of alternatives, consistent with the legal standard set forth in the comment. CEQA vests the
lead agency with significant discretion when it comes to identifying a reasonable range of
alternatives to study in an EIR, and permits the lead agency to reject proposed alternatives from
more detailed analysis provided the process used to select the alternatives is briefly discussed in
the EIR and the decision is supported by evidence in the record. (CEQA Guidelines, Section
15126.6, subd. (c); Tracy First v. City of Tracy (2009) 177 Cal.App.4th 912.) An alternative may be
rejected from detailed analysis in an EIR if it fails to reduce or avoid the project’s significant
environmental effects, does not implement the basic project objectives, is not potentially feasible,
or is facially unreasonable. (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.6, subd. (c); Tracy First, supra,
177 Cal.App.4th 912; see also Mann v. Community Redevelopment Agency (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d
1143; Del Mar Terrace Conservancy, Inc. v. City Council (1991) 10 Cal.App.4th 712.) These criteria
are not exhaustive, however, and other appropriate factors may be considered as well. (Residents
Ad Hoc Stadium Committee v. Board of Trustees (1979) 89 Cal.App.3d 274.)
The Salton Sea Alternative was rejected from further consideration due to the presence of
corrosive and wet soil that is subject to liquefaction.
In terms of selecting alternatives from a narrow range for detailed consideration, CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6, subdivision (a) provides that alternatives selected for consideration in an EIR
should “avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project . . . .” While a
distributed generation alternative may lessen some of the proposed Project’s less than significant
environmental effects, it would not “avoid or substantially reduce” any significant effects, and the
slight reductions in impacts that might be achieved by a distributed generation alternative did not
warrant carrying the alternative forward, especially in light of some of the detriments to such an
alternative.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 9
Commenter: Scott Morgan, Director, State Clearinghouse, Governor’s Office of Planning & Research
Date of Letter: July 2, 2019
Response to Comment 9-1: Comment acknowledges that the State Clearinghouse has submitted the EIR
to selected state agencies for review. Contact information is provided. No response is necessary.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 10
Commenter:

Andrew Loper, Lieutenant/Fire Prevention Specialist; Robert Malek, Deputy Fire Chief;
Imperial County Fire Department, Fire Prevention Bureau
Date of Letter: August 15, 2019
Response to Comment 10-1: Comment provides introductory remarks regarding review of the
Conditional Use Permit. This letter does not address the adequacy of the Draft EIR but instead is
limited to revisions to CUP #17-0031, Condition S-10.
Response to Comment 10-2: Comment requests a change to CUP #17-0031 Condition S-10, items b and
d. Specifically, the following text is added to item b regarding the per acre fee for Fire/OES capital
purchases and to item d regarding the fiscal impact negotiations:
“b. Permittee shall pay an annual fee of $20 per acre per year (based on developed acreage
defined in the Building Permit) during the post-construction, operational phase of the
Project to address the Imperial County Fire/OES expenses for service calls within the
Project's Utility/Transmission area. Said fee will be paid to the Fire Department to cover
on-going maintenance and operations cost created by the project. A $100 per acre fee
(based on developed acreage defined in the Building Permit) is to be paid be the
Permittee for Fire/OES capital purchases prior to issuance of the initial building permit.
d. Fiscal Impacts will remain open in regard to solar generation and battery (energy) storage
until meeting with the department head(s) and developer(s), which may include but not
limited to: Capital purchases which may be required to assist in servicing this project:
costs for services during construction and life of the project: and training. Fiscal Impact
negotiations will take place prior to issuance of the initial building permit.”
Response to Comment 10-3: Comment provides contact information if there are questions on the
requested revisions. No response is necessary.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENT LETTER 11
Commenter: John A. Gay, P.E., Director of Public Works, County of Imperial
Date of Letter: September 9, 2019
Response to Comment 11-1: Comment states that Imperial County Public Works has received the
Applicant’s revised access configuration memorandums. The memorandums include primary and
secondary access from State Route 98 to Drew Road and Pulliam Road and eliminated access
along Kubler Road. Access off Kubler Road is proposed to be restricted during construction.
The details of the memorandums have been incorporated as errata to Section 4.3, Transportation.
This section is included in the Errata of this Final EIR. The memorandums are included as
Attachment 1 and 2 to this Final EIR.
Response to Comment 11-2: Comment states that a Traffic Management Plan by a licensed traffic
engineer must be prepared by the Applicant. The TMP is needed to facilitate construction traffic
using SR 98, Drew Road and Pulliam Road. The TMP must be approved by Caltrans and the County
of Imperial. The commenter states that the TMP shall designate temporary traffic control
measures and provides several examples.
No significant impacts to LOS would occur along any of the roadway segments or at the
intersections in the Project study area as demonstrated by the revisions to Section 4.3
Transportation resulting from the two proposed access configurations (refer to Errata of this Final
EIR and Attachments 1 and 2). The requirement of a TMP should be required as a Condition of
Approval.
Response to Comment 11-3: Comment identifies fair share costs for future road maintenance of County
roads to be used during construction. Segments of roadways associated with each of the six CUPs
are identified. These segments have been incorporated as errata into migration measures MM
4.3.5g through MM 4.3.5k of Section 4.3, Transportation. Refer to the Errata of this Final EIR.
Response to Comment 11-4: Comment provides specific details of how fair share is to be calculated. This
information has been incorporated into mitigation measures MM 4.3.5g through MM 4.3.5k of
Section 4.3 Transportation. Refer to the Errata of this Final EIR.
Response to Comment 11-5: Comment is the commenter’s name and title. No response is necessary.
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